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Autumn Term 
Week 1 

 

Objective: to use connectives 

A  B  C  
firstly  finally  nevertheless 
secondly suddenly  furthermore 
after eventually  moreover 
next  before  consequently 
later  although notwithstanding 
once  afterwards  nonetheless 
lastly earlier  conversely 
whereas sometimes  hence 
besides whereas similarly 
anyway besides eventually 

 

 

Week 2 

 

Objective :collect, and investigate the meanings and spellings of words using the following Prefixes: ‘mono’, ‘uni’, ‘bi’, ‘du’ 

A  B  C  
monotone monorail monologue 
monopoly monocle monosyllable 
uniform uniform unified 
unicorn unicycle uniformly 
union unique unilaterally 
duet duet duet 
duo duo duo 
bifocal duplicate duplicate 
biplane biceps bicentenary 
bicycle biped biography 

 

 



 

 

Week 3 

 

Objective:  Prefixes: ‘tri’, ‘quad’, ‘quart’,’bi’ 

A  B  C  
tripod triplets tricycle 
trident triangle triangular 
trio triceps triplicate 
quarter triple quadruple 
quarterly quartet quadrilateral 
biweekly quadrant quadruplet 
bicycle bicuspid bilingual  
biped bifocals bilingually  
biplane biceps biennial 
bisect bicolour bicolour 

 

 

Week 4 

 

Objective: to investigate, collect and classify Prefixes: ‘quin’, ‘pent’, ‘hex’, ‘sex’, ‘sept’, ‘hept’, ‘oct’, ‘non’ poly 

A  B  C  
quintet quintuplet quintuple 
pentagon pentagon pentathlon 
sextet sextuplet sextuplet 
hexagon hexagonal heptagon 
September September September 
October October October 
octagon octagonal octagonal 
octet octave octogenarian 
octopus polygon polygonal 
nonagon nonagon nonagenarian 

 

 

 



 

 

Week 5 

 

Objective: prefixes dec, cent  milli 

A  B  C  
decimal decathlon decade  
December decagon decimetre 
cent centimetre centenarian 
century centigrade centennial 
centenary centurion centipede 
percent centigrade centigrade 
milligram percentage decade  
hundred millimetre millimetre 
thousand millipede millipede 
million millilitre millilitre 

 

Week 6 

 

Objectives: to investigate the prefix con 

A  B  C  
convex  convex  confession  
content contents condemnation 
contour confess conversation 
contestant condemn contravene 
context concave  contaminate 
conduct convert container 
conductor continue conference  
confirm consume concealing 
confuse controlling concentric 
conical conceal conceit 

 

 

 

 



 

Week 7 

 

Objectives: to investigate the prefix con 

A  B  C  
Convert Concurrent Conclusion 
Concave Concrete Connection 
Consent Continental Consultation 
Continent Condition Constabulary 
Construct Contempt Considerable 
Consider Consonant Consequence 
Concert Construction Consistent 
Contract Consolidation Concertina 
Concert Confession Conclusion 
Confess Conversation Constraint 

 

 

Week 8 

 

Objective:to collect, and investigate the meanings and spellings of words using the following  Prefixes and suffixes: ‘aqua’, 
‘hydr’, ‘graph’ 

A  B  C  
photo photography photographic 
photograph grapheme cartographer  
graph autograph choreograph 
graphic paragraph aquarium 
digraph telegraph aquamarine 
autograph television Aquarius 
telegraph teleportation hydraulic 
aquatic aquaplane  hydrophobia 
hydrofoil hydrant dehydrate 
hydrogen hydroelectric telecommunication 

 

 

 



 

Week 9 

 

Objective: to collect, and investigate the meanings and spellings of words using the following prefixes trans and aero 

A  B  C  
transit transfer transferable 
transplant transatlantic transferring 
transport transcript translucent 
transmit transparent transmitting  
transaction translate translating  
transfix aeronaut aerodrome 
transform aerobatic aerodynamic 
transformer aerate aerodynamically 
aero aerobics aerospace 
aerial aeroplane aeronautical 

 

 

Week 10 

 

Objective: to collect, and investigate the meanings and spellings of words using the following  Prefixes and suffixes: 
‘audi’, ‘photo’, ‘phobia’ 

A  B  C  
audit auditor audible  
auditory audition audience 
audio audiovisual auditorium 
audiobook photogenic photocopying  
photo photocopier photofinisher 
photograph photofinish photojournalism 
photography photojournalist photosensitive  
photographic photogenic  xenophobia 
photophobia Hydrophobia  agoraphobia 
microphotograph claustrophobia arachnophobia 

 

 



 

Week 11 

 

Objective:  to investigate prefix sub  

A  B  C  
subsoil subside subtle 
subway subsiding  subconscious 
Subject subdue subconsciously 
subjecting subdued subconscious 
submit submarine subcommittee 
submitting submerge subterfuge 
subtract subvert subcontinent 
subtracting subverting subcontractor 
subside subheading subtropical 
subsiding subcontract subscribe 

 

 

Week 12 

 

Objective: investigate the prefix micro and  super  

A  B  C  
Film  scope  Climate  
Micro film microscope microclimate 
Phone microbe Microscopic 
Microphone superb natural 
Microchip superbly supernatural 
Super superhuman superlative 
Sonic supercharger superficial 
supersonic superimpose superfluous 
market superior superimposed 
supermarket supervisor superheavyweight 
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